
- ik — Unification by Predication
1 The Hungarian suffix -ik has two seemingly entirely unrelated uses. Attaching to verbs such as
érkez-ik ‘(s)he/it arrives’, -ik originally had a medio-passivising or reflexivising function (Balázs 2001,
Sárosi 2003; the use of -ik on some unergative verbs, as in teniszez-ik ‘play tennis’, and in transitive esz-ik
‘eat’ and isz-ik ‘drink’ is taken up in §4 of the full paper). In the nominal domain, -ik attaches to cardinal
numerals in combination with -ed/-öd/-od to form ordinals (negy-ed-ik ‘fourth’, öt-öd-ik ‘fifth’, hat-od-ik
‘sixth’), and to certain quantifiers to form other Qs (as in (mind)egy-ik, (vala/né)mely-ik). A unified analysis
of -ik has never been attempted. Drawing upon hitherto unidentified connections between Hungarian
-ik forms and the morphosyntax of ordinals and reflexivisation in Indo-European, this paper presents
a unified approach arguing that -ik is systematically a reflexive clitic (SE) serving as a subject of predication.

2 For the syntax of ordinal numerals, the facts of Dutch are an illuminating point of departure.
Dutch ordinals can be extraordinarily complex in their morphology, especially in historical and regional
varieties of the language, where standard Dutch ordinals (e.g., vierde ‘fourth’) are expanded as in (1).
Three morphemes appear between the cardinal vier ‘four’ and the head noun: -d, -s and -te (-te is a single
morpheme rather than a combination of -t and an inflectional schwa: the schwa shows up systematically
in ordinals, even in indefinite singulars with a [NEUTER] head noun, where attributive adjectives do not
schwa-inflect: een vierd*(e) stout(*e) kind ‘a fourth naughty child’). The same three morphemes also show
up in historical and regional versions of the expression meaning ‘same’ (standard Dutch zelfde): see (2).
For (2), an analysis of s as a reflexive clitic (SE) serving as the subject of predication for zelf suggests itself
straightforwardly (cf. zich-zelf ‘SE-SELF’, Sp sí mismo ‘SE SELF’). The attributive (hence reverse, predicate-
as-specifier) predication relation between SELF and SE is mediated by d, the onset of the Dutch definite
article, which serves here as an exponent of the RELATOR (see Den Dikken 2006 on articles as spell-outs
of RELATORs). The reverse predication structure [RP zelf-d-s] is in turn construed as the predicate of a
higher reverse predication structure whose subject is the projection of the head noun (man/kind), with
the predication relation once again mediated by a token of the definite article spelling out the RELATOR:
te=de (the voicelessness of the alveolar stop is phonologically conditioned by the preceding clitic s). For
the ordinal in (1), a parallel analysis is available, with vier ‘four’ substituting for zelf ‘SELF’ and likewise
serving as the predicate of the reflexive clitic s coindexed with the head noun. See the structure in (3).

(1) a. de/een vier -d -s -te man
the/a four man

b. het/een vier -d -s -te kind
the/a four child
D(IN)DEF # R SE R N

(2) a. de/een zelf -d -s -te man
the/a SELF man

b. het/een zelf -d -s -te kind
the/a SELF child
D(IN)DEF SELF R SE R N

In a noun phrase with a cardinal numeral, the numeral is directly predicated of the projection of the
head noun: four men. In ordinal numeral modification, the numeral combines first with a proform for
the head noun (SE); the referentially dependent proform does not saturate the numeral predicate, allow-
ing the predication structure thus formed to subsequently be predicated of the head noun. The seman-
tics for (1)/(2) (‘the man/child who is #4/self’) falls out compositionally from the structure given in (3).

3 Hungarian does not spell out R2 in (3): the indefinite article can serve as a RELATOR of nominal
predication (csoda egy nap(ok) ‘wonder a day(s)’), but definite a cannot be so construed. In ordinal numeral
constructions, R1 is a specialised lexeme: -Od. The Hungarian lexicalisation of SE, the reflexive clitic
serving as the subject of RP1, is -ik. The surface output delivered by (3) is D #-Od-ik-i N, as desired.

4 The -ik of anticausative ikes igék ‘ik-verbs’ such as érkez-ik ‘arrive’ is (descended from) a 3SG re-
flexive element, similar to SE in Indo-European. This facilitates an assimilation of the two -ik. Both spell
out SE and serve as subjects of a reverse predication; SE in (4) is semantically coindexed with the event
denoted by the VP, which is thus said to come about all by itself, and SE ö-agrees with the surface subject.
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5 The reflexive clitic -ik is restricted to third person, like Indo-European SE. In conservative and
prescriptive Hungarian, ik-verbs also trigger an unusual form for 1SG [–PAST]: though in [–PAST] -m is
otherwise restricted to the DEF conjugation, -m shows up on 1SG [–PAST] ik-verbs even when there is
no definite object (érkez-em ‘I am arriving’). Historically, ik-verbs also took a specialised form of 2SG

agreement: -l rather than -sz or -d. (Synchronically, -l is a phonologically conditioned allomorph of
regular 2SG.INDEF -sz.) The distribution of -m and -l with ik-verbs is expected if (as argued above) -ik
is a clitic and (as argued in Den Dikken 2018) -m and -l are likewise clitics (while -k and -sz are inflections).

6 A vexing question about the distribution of -ik with verbs is why it is not combinable with tense
morphology (5a), the possibility modal -hat ‘canPOT’ (5b), or frequentative -gat/get, whereas (at least in
archaic/conservative varieties) it does combine with subjunctive and conditional morphology (see (6)).

(5) a. a vonat érkez(*-ik)-ett(*-ik)
the train arrive-IK-PAST-IK

b. a vonat érkez(*-ik)-het(*-ik)
the train arrive-IK-POT-IK

(6) a. a vonat érkez-zé-k
the train arrive-SUBJUNCT-IK

b. a vonat érkez-né-k
the train arrive-COND-IK

To explain this, the paper hypothesises that (a) -ik must encliticise to an F-head that locally c-commands
it and can host it; (b) the LCA (Kayne 1994) prohibits right-adjunction of overt material to overt material
but is silent on cases of right-adjunction in which one of the terms is non-overt (no linear ordering
problem can arise in such cases); (c) modality (ModalP) and aspect (AspP) occur between T and vP but
mood (MoodP) is introduced outside TP: (7). Encliticisation of -ik is illegal with overt morphology in
T (-t(t)), Modal (-hat) or Asp (-gAt). On the other hand, [–PAST] T (which is silent) and the subjunctive
and the conditional (both located above TP in the tree) do not interfere with encliticisation of -ik to T.

(7) [CP C [MoodP Mood [TP T [ModalP Modal [AspP Asp [vP ... -ik]]]]]]]

7 The uniform treatment of -ik as a reflexive clitic can be extended to the -Ód-ik ‘half-passive’ (csuk-
ód-ik ‘close’; Márkus 2015) and the archaic -(t)At-ik ‘-CAUS-IK’ passive (a levél megír-at-ik ‘the letter is being
written’), for which the reflexive clitic hypothesis again affords insightful parallels with Indo-European.
For -(t)At-ik constructions the analysis incorporates key aspects of the syntax of English get-passives (he
got beaten) and German/Dutch lassen/laten ‘let’ medio-passives (es lässt sich essen ‘it lets itself (be) eat(en)’).


